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Abstract. Using trace representation, a class of pseudorandom arrays with some vertical window 
property are obtained, and a fast algorithm for the generation of classes of GFSR pseudorandom 
numbers which have high-dimension equldistributivities is proposed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Pseudorandom sequences have very important applications in simulation, cryptography and 
other fields [l-4]. Two types of random number generators were proposed by Tausworth [3], 
Lewis and Payne [4]. But Lewis and Payne’s generalized feedback shift register (GFSR) 
pseudorandom number algorithm can not guarantee high dimension equidistributivity and 
its initializing process is rather time consuming. Many methods for speeding the initializing 
procedure have been proposed [5-71. Fushimi and Tezuka [7] proved that the indepen- 
dence of all the bits in the first k rows of the seed matrix is necessary and sufficient for 
k-distributivity of the sequence generated. 
In this paper, we first represent the vector sequences of an m-sequence by trace func- 
tion, then construct a class of arrays with some vertical window property, at last, a fast 
algorithm is proposed to generate classes of dFSR pseudorandom number sequences which 
have j-distributivity. In order to guarantee the j-distribution of the GFSR sequences [7], 
a nonsingular matrix of order m is used in our algorithm. The results are very useful in 
cryptography and other fields. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let q be a power of a prime, GF(q) b e a Galois field of q elements, GF(q)* denote the 
all nonzero elements of GF(q), GF[q,z] be th e set of all finite degree polynomials with 
coefficients in GF(q). For f(t) E GF[q,,t], G(f) d eno e t all the sequences over GF(q) 
generated by f(z). Z’?::“(Z) = Cyzi Zqn’ is a trace mapping function from GF(q”‘“) to 
GF(q”), then we have [S] 
Property 
(1) Tr,m”(c) + Tr,m”(y) = TP$“(Z + y) 
(2) Try” = aTr~“(z) for a E GF(qm) 
(3) T?;‘“(z) ,= Tr~(Tr~“(z)) 
(4) TrE:“(zq’) = [Tr~“(t)]q’ 
The following theorem is well known [S]: 
THEOREM 1. If {ai) is an m-sequence over GF(q), generated by. primitive polynomial 
G(z) E GF[q, z] of d e g ree n, r is a root of G(z), then there exists an element /3 E GF(q”)‘, 
such that ai = Try(pr’), i = 0,1,2,. . . . Conversely, if r is a primitive element of GF(q”), 
$&F(q”)* 9 th en the sequence ai = Z’ry(pr’), i = 0, 1,2,. . . , is an m-sequence over 
Let ibi) be an m-sequence over GF(q*) generated by g(z) E GF[q”,t] of degree n, 
r is a root of g(z), {eo,el,. . . ,e,_l} be a basis of GF(q”) over GF(q), then we have 
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bi =~~z~lkjej,bi~ EGF(q). If{ho,hr ,..., h”_l} isadualba&of{ec,el,... ,em-1 , 1 
i.e. the basis {ho, hl,. . . ,h,+~} satisfies: 
Tr;“(eihk) = 0, if i # k; Tr;“(eihk) = 1, if i = k. 
According to Theorem 1, there exists P E GF(q*“)‘, bi = Try”, then Try(bihh) = 
Trf”(TCn(Pri)hk)) = Tri”(h~(~~=~’ bijej)), by the trace property, bib = Trf”(phtri), 
therefore we have the trace representation theorem of vector sequences: 
THEOREM 2. lfbi = TrE”(/3ri), i = 0,1,2,. . . , is an m-sequence over GF(q”) generated by 
g(z) E GF[q”‘, z] of degree n, r is a root of g(z), {eo,el,... ,e,_l} and {ho,hl,.. .h,+l} 
are dud bases of GF(qm) ovw GF(q), bi = xTzG1 bijej, then the vector sequences of 
{bi} : bik = Trf”“(flhkr’), & = 0, 1,2, . . . , m - 1, are m-sequences generated by primitive 
polynomial f(z) E GF[q, z] of degree mn with r as a root. 
3. PSEUDORANDOM ARRAYS AND GFSR SEQUENCES 
An array of GF(q) is said to have n x m vertical window property if every nonzero view is 
seen once when a n x m window is moved vertically down the array and the array is written 
on a horizontal cylinder. Now we construct the following array 
boo 601 . . . bO,ft%-1 
MO = ho 
bll . . . h,m-1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
b *=*-2,0 bqm*_2,1 . . . bqm*_2,,,,_l 
Since every nonzero n-tuple of GF(qm) appears exactly once in one period of {bi}, and 
bi = xy=;’ bijej, SO the arrays 
b. *,O be a,1 . . . bi,m-l 
6. *+I,0 be s+l,l *** be I+l,m-l 
6. ’ ” r+n-I,0 bi+I,Il,l 1: I bi+nL;:m-l, i=o,1,2 ,..., qm”-2, 
are all different and take every nonzero n x m subarray of GF(q) once. Reordering of the 
columns of array A40 does not change this property; if we regard MO as periodic q*” - 1 x m 
array, then Me has vertical n x m window property. Therefore we have 
THEOREM 3. Ifr is a primitive element of GF(q”“), {ho, hi, . . . h,,+1} is a basis of GF(q”) 
over GF(q), then the periodic axray 
MO = (bik)i=O,l,..., qmm-2, k=o,l,...,m-1~ 
where bik = Try”(flr’hk),P E GF(q*“)‘, b as vertical n x m window property. 
Let P(S) denote the period of sequence S, we introduce the lemmas: 
LEMMA 1 (91. Let n > 0, f(z) = ~~zocizi with COC, # 0, f’(z) = ~~=‘=, Cit”-‘~ rg, 
rl,... ,rn--l be n distinct roots of f’(z) in GF(q”), then for each {oi} E G(f), there exists 
~O,~l,..* , ZL,,_.I E GF(q”) SUCh that Crk = xT:i Ujrj*. 
LEMMA 2 [9]. Let k > 1, fi,f2,. . . , fk be pairwise relatively prime polynomial and Si E 
G(fi), then P(S1 + SZ + . . . + Sk) = l.C.m.(P(&), . . . , P(Sk)). 
Suppose d(z) = CGodjd E GF[q, J z is a primitive polynomial, dad,,, # 0, {hk} is a 
sequence over GF(q”‘) generated by d(z), if we regard d’(z) = ~~zo djz”-’ E GF[P, ~1, 
then the roots of d’(z) : ro, rl, . . . ,r,_l are m distinct primitive elements of GF(q*). 
According to Lemmas 1 and 2 we have hk = c$..’ Ujrjk, where uO, ~1,. . . , %+I E 
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GF(q”‘) are determined by ho,hl,... ,/a,,,_~, and period P({hk}) = 1.c.m. (P({u~r~~}), 
...I P({u m-lP,-IL })). For nonzero uj, P({ujrjk}) = q’” - 1, {ho, hl,. . . ,h,,,_1} is a basis, 
so UO,U1,... ,u,,,_l can not be all zero, so P({hk}) = q”’ - 1. Since {ho,hl, . . . ,h,,,_1) is a 
basis of GF(q”‘) over GF(q) and h, = -c&C~!~ djhm-j, di’d, # 0, SO ho, hl,. . . , h,_l 
can be represented by hl, hz, . . . , h,, {hl, hz, . . . , h,,,) is also a basis. By induction, we see 
that every m consecutive elements of the sequence {hk} is a basis of GF(q”) over GF(q). 
We call such sequence a basis sequence. 
LEMMA 3. Ifd(x) E GF[q, ] x is a primitive polynomial of degree m, { hk} is a sequence over 
GF(qm) generated by d(x) with the basis {ho, hl, . . . , h,_l} as initial state, then {hk} is a 
basis sequence of GF(q”‘) over GF(q) with period q”’ - 1. 
By Theorem 3 and Lemma 3, we have 
THEOREM 4. If P is a primitive element of GF(q”““), p E GF(qm”)*, {hk} is a sequence 
generated by a primitive polynomial of degree m over GF(q) with basis (ho, hl, . . . , h,_l} 
as initial state, then the periodic array 
(Tr;nn(phkri)),i=O,l,... ,qm*-2 k-0 1 . . . *qm-2, t - , 3 
has vertical n x m window property. 
The term j-distribution property of a m-digit number sequence over GF(q) means that 
every j-tuple of m-digit numbers appears q mn-jm times over the full period except the 
all-zero tuple which appears one time less, where 1 5 j 2 n. We regard m-tuple 
(Tr;‘“(flhkr’), Tr?(flhk+lr’), . . . ,Tr;““(Pkkfm_lr’)) 
as a number wi(k), and call it m-digit number, then the number sequence we(k), w,(k), 
wz(n-), .a* has m-distribution because of the window property of array 
(Tr;““(phkr’))i=o I 2. I I 9 .., k=O,1,2,..., therefore the number sequence {wi(k)) has j-distribution 
property for 1 5 j 5 n. 
4. FAST ALGORITHM 
Since hk = Cj”,l(-di’dj)hk-i,bik = Try”(pr’hk), SO bik = ~~zl (-d,‘dj) 
TTy”(PPihk-j) = ~~zl (-d,‘dj)bi,k-j. If we know the initial array 
I = (bij)i=O,l,..., mn-l,j=O,l,... ,m-ll 
use the recurrence relations of LFSRs with characteristic polynomials f(x) and h(x), we can 
easily generate the entire array 
bf = (bik)i=O,l,l,..., k=O,1,2 ,... - 
When we choose hk = rk, k = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1, the polynomial basis, then I = 10 = 
(+i+j)i=o,l,..., mn-l,j=o,l,..., m-1, where xi = Try”&‘), i = 0,1,2,. . . , is ~II m-sequence 
generated by p(x). It is very easy to obtain the first mn + m - 1 elements of an m-sequence, 
so 10 can be easily obtained. Since any basis {ho, hl,. . . , h,_l} of GF(q*) over F(q) can 
be obtained by hk = ~~=&,'Vjk@, where V = (vjk) is a nonsingular matrix of order m 
over GF(q), we have Try”(flr’hk) = TrP"(flr'E&' Ujkd]) = Cj=o m-1 VjkTry”(/?r’+j); 
therefore if we know the matrix V = (vjk) and the first mn + m - 1 elements of sequence 
{xi}, we cm obtain I by bik = ET=&’ vjkxi+j 3 i=O,l,..., mn-l,k=O,l,... ,m-1. 
Now we propose the following algorithm to generate the GFSR number sequence 
(1) Choose primitive polynomials f(x) = ~~~2”“’ + c,,-,~_~x~~-~ + . . . + clz + 1, d(x) = 
d,,,,“’ +. . . + dlx + 1 E GF[q, x], cm,, # 0, dm # 0. 
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(2) Given a nonsingular matrix of order m : V = (vjt), and a nonzero mn-tuple 
(ZO,Zl,... ,+,+I) of GF(q). 
(3) Compute 10 : Zi = Cj"=", CjZi-j, i = mn, mn + 1,. . . ,mn+m-2. 
(4) Compute 1 : 6ik = ~~z~l vjkzi+j, i = 0, 1, . . . , mn - 1, k = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. 
(5) Compute MO : WC(O) = Cj”=“, CjWi-j(O), i = mn, mn + 1,. . . , q”” - 2, where wi(O) = 
(bit, bii 9 b. * *. , ,,??a- I), C is the digitwise addition in GF(q). 
(6) COIIIpUte M : vk = ~~!=, dj G-j, k = m, m + 1,. . . , qm - 2 where vk = (bok, blk, . . . 
b qmn_Z,k), c is the digitwise addition in GF(q). 
(7) Every m consecutive columns of M is a GFSR sequence with j-distribution property, 
lsj<n. 
In order to guarantee the j-distribution property of the generated GFSR sequences by 
our algorithm for 1 5 j < n, what we needed is only a nonsingular matrix of order m 
over GF(q), our algorithm is effective and fast, it can easily be implemented by the GFSR 
algorithm of Lewis and Payne [4]. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In many aspects of cryptographic data transformation, ranging from generation and eval- 
uation of test data to actual cryptographic processes, and in many other fields, sequences 
of pseudorandom numbers are needed [l,lO-121. Here we obtained a class of pseudoran- 
dom arrays which have some vertical window property, and a fast algorithm was proposed 
to generate classes of GFSR sequences which have j-distribution property for 1 5 j < n. 
Our algorithm can be combined with Payne and McMillen’s algorithm [lo] and Bright and 
Enison’s Algorithm [12] to generate Vernam-key stream [ll]. 
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